
The best transport cases in the world!

In 1977, the first SKB case was manufactured in a small Anaheim, California garage by SKB  
founders Steve Kottman and Dave Sanderson. Today, SKB engineers cases for hundreds of  
companies involved in many diverse industries. We never lose sight of the fact that our customers 
give us the opportunity to excel and their challenges allow us to develop and grow. 

Still looking for the perfect case?
Visit our website www.skb-europe.com, where you can find loads of information. With the help of an  
extended product search you will find the perfect case or box for your project. You can also find 
our fitchart which matches your equipment to the best possible case.

Meet the other product lines of SKB @ skb-europe.com

Photo / Video SportsPro AudioMusic Cases & boxes

Case for All Applications Ultimate Protection Lifetime Warranty

Photo Flyer 
SEries

Building A Better Camera Case
Every photographer or videographer’s setup is different. That’s why most hard shell case companies create  
camera cases with “Pick-and-Pluck” (cubed) foam interiors so customers can customize their cases to fit their gear. 
We created another solution with Think Tank Photo. Think Tank Photo, the premier photo/video bag and backpack 
company, provided their expertise to help us design several quality interiors that combine the best of two worlds: 
soft case adaptability with the unparalleled strength and durability people expect from SKB’s versatile watertight, 
airline-tough iSeries cases.

You’ll see the results of this exceptional collaboration on the upcoming pages. With the design and manufacturing 
help of Think Thank Photo, SKB will expand an entire series of products under the Photo Flyer Series including  
dividers designed specifically for photographers and videographers, lid organizers that are perfect for storing  
tablets, laptops, and other accessories, as well as a bunch of game-changing innovations yet to come.
We understand that securely transporting expensive, sensitive, and highly customized gear is the number one  
priority for every pro photographer and videographer. With Think Tank’s collaboration, we’re confident we’ve de-
veloped the perfect solution—and we think you’ll agree.

Travel confidently with your SKB case.
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Size chart
Model # Description Int. dimensions 

(LxWxH - mm)
Ext. dimensions 
(LxWxH - mm)

Weight
(kg)

Think tank 
dividers

Lid 
organiser

Wheels 
& handle

Airline 
approved

3i-1309-6DL Think Tank case Div&Org 318 x 216 x 121 375 x 305 x 184 2,6 x x

3i-CV1309-TT Think Tank cover 1309-6 343 x 241 x 165 406 x 318 x 203 0,8

3i-1510-4DL Think Tank case Div&Org 381 x 267 x 115 413 x 330 x 140 2,7 x x

3i-1510-6DL Think Tank case Div&Org 356 x 241 x 102 413 x 327 x 171 3 x x

3i-CV1510-TT Think Tank cover 1510-6 381 x 267 x 152 413 x 329 x 172 0,9

3i-1510-9DL Think Tank case Div&Org 356 x 241 x 178 413 x 330 x 254 3,6 x x

3i-1813-5DL Think Tank case Div&Org 445 x 305 x 83 502 x 381 x 140 3,4 x x x

3i-1813-7DL Think Tank case Div&Org 445 x 305 x 133 505 x 394 x 200 4,4 x x

3i-2011-7DL Think Tank case Div&Org 495 x 267 x 127 552 x 349 x 229 6,2 x x x x

3i-2011-7BP Think Tank backpack 470 x 267 x 127 552 x 349 x 229 6,5 x x x x

3i-2011-7DZ Think Tank zippered 495 x 267 x 171 552 x 349 x 229 6,2 x x x x

3i-2011-8DL Think Tank case Div&Org 495 x 267 x 152 559 x 356 x 229 4,7 x x x

3i-2015-7DL Think Tank case Div&Org 495 x 368 x 127 568 x 457 x 213 5,3 x x

3i-2015-10DL* Think Tank case Div&Org 495 x 368 x 191 584 x 457 x 292 8,2 x x x

3i-2213-12DL Think Tank case Div&Org 533 x 305 x 248 616 x 394 x 346 9,2 x x x

3i-2217-8DL Think Tank case Div&Org 533 x 406 x 140 619 x 495 x 222 6,2 x x

3i-2217-10DL* Think Tank case Div&Org 533 x 406 x 216 616 x 495 x 311 9,9 x x x

3i-2217-12DL* Think Tank case Div&Org 533 x 406 x 267 622 x 495 x 368 10,8 x x x

3i-4213-12DT Think Tank case Div 1054 x 318 x 248 1143 x 406 x 330 12,4 x x

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED
Designed to fit around the 3i-1309-6 or 3i-1510-6 hard 
case, these deluxe covers includes an exterior pocket 
that fits up to a 15” laptop and a 10” tablet, as well as 
a back pass-through that slides over a rolling luggage 
pull up handle, adding an extra level of storage and 
portability to make traveling with all your gear even 
easier.

All Think Tank Dividers include
- Polyurethane backed Nylex™ divider shell and divider walls
  including a 90° camera body bend
- Closed cell foam and PE board reinforced nylon dividers

All Think Tank Lid Organizers include
- Padded top-load slot for documents, iPad  
  or laptop
- Strong hook and loop for secure fit in lid
- Laminated zippered clear mesh pockets

3i-2011-7BP
Features a removable Think Tank designed backpack 
with dividers, lid organizer, and exterior accessory 
pockets. Fits up to a 15” laptop and a 10” tablet.

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
Trying to decide between hard case protection and soft case 
portability? Now you can have both! Our new Flyer Series 
features two removable interiors for our popular 3i-2011-7 
size that enable you to keep your gear close if you need to 
check your hard case or travel light at your destination.
The 3i-2011-7DZ features a removable Think Tank designed 
zippered divider insert with convenient carrying strap. Per-
fect for DSLRs with battery grips or video gear.

Handle 
Flush snap-down overmolded handle 
for 2 man lift on large or long cases. 
Also available: colored handles.

Reinforced 
padlock hasps

Watertight/dustrpoof
IP-67 rated protective case.

In-line skate wheels
Ensure smooth trouble free movement.

Trigger latches
Key locking “TSA” 

accepted versions are 
available.

Easy to stack
Also on uneven surfaces.

Polypropylene co-polymer
Provides unsurpassed protection and is 
lighter while being multiple times stronger 
than the competition.

automatic Pressure  equalization valve
Equalizes pressures caused by altitude or temperature 
change while keeping water molecules out.

Injection Molded Watertight Cases

SKB iSeries injection molded waterproof cases are constructed of ultra high-strenght polypropylene copoly-
mer resin. Each case is waterproof and dust tight with a submersible design (IP67) that is resistant to corrosion 
and impact damage. Its molded-in hinge, patented “one finger trigger release” latch system, comfortable, snap-
down rubber over-molded cushion grip handle, secure stacking and automatic ambient pressure equalization 
valve (MIL-STD 648C) all contribute to its military grade design. Resistant to UV, solvents, corrosion, and fungus 
per MIL-STD-810F.

Features/Benefits
- Injection molded - High impact strength, 2.8x stronger than our competition
- Lightweight - Lighter than the competition
- Interior options - Empty, cubed, layered foam, padded dividers or custom foam
- Field replaceable hardware - Latches, handles, pull handle, hinges and wheels
- Best latches in the industry - Trigger latches, open quickly and easily with one finger operation
- TSA lock options - Easy transportation trough airport security
-  Available in many sizes

Case exterior  | Meet every challenge

Case interior  | think tank photo

Think Tank Case with Dividers & Organisers
In addition to our regular assortment for all your photo, video, and lighting needs, we’re of-
fering SKB Flyer Series cases developed specifically with photographers and videographers in 
mind. These sizes include two carry-on sized options ideal for DSLR and Mirrorless cameras, 
a rolling carry-on size, a checkable case for larger video gear, and an extra large size that’s 
perfect for lighting stands and other equipment. 

-   Designed by photographers especially for photographers/videographers and their gear
-   Upgraded, pro-quality padded dividers and lid organizers
-   Fully customizable divider interiors to accommodate all setups
-   Waterproof, dust-tight, military-grade hard case protection

3i-1309-6DL

3i-1510-6DL

3i-2015-7DL 3i-2015-10DL

3i-1813-5DL

3i-2213-12DL

3i-1813-7DL

3i-2217-8DL 3i-2217-10DL

3i-2011-8DL

3i-2217-12DL 3i-4213-12DT

3i-2011-7DL
Approved 

airline 
carry-on size

Approved 
airline 

carry-on size

Approved 
airline 

carry-on size

How do I choose the right case?
1. Collect your gear

2. Lay out your gear on a table
3. Measure the rough dimensions to find the correct case.  

Not sure? We’ve also tried to capture images of some of the most popular 
camera equipment in the cases so you can identify by brand/model.

* Also available with dedicated Photo Dividers. Change DL to PL.


